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by R. Scott Horner

and Eric Dentel
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President Trevor Colboum will speak at the Action for Freedom rally Monday but refused to support
the class walkout proposed by student government.
14
Such actions would put the university and the
State University System in the inappropriate position of making a political statement," he said.
The Action for Freedom rally, organized by
Amnesty International UCF in cooperation with
Student G<>vernment, is a reaction to the alarming
events in China.
It will be held on the Health and Physics Green
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. on Monday.
Student body President Fred Schmidt s a i d ,
"This event is not a protest against UCF. It is a

e nation's

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Florida Legislature has approved
$775,000 in funding for a new film program

scheduled to open at UCF in the fall of 1990.
This funding must still be approved by
Governor Bob Martinez and the Board of Regents.
Martinez is scheduled to start his review of
the bills the legislature passed some time this
week.
The BOR wiB vote on the plan at their next
meeting, which is in July.
According to Dr. Dan Holsenbeck, associate
vice-president of university relations and legislative lobbyist, no problems are foreseen in
the approval

r es

protest at UCF against an atrocity on the other side chapter of Amnesty lnternai1ona1 saia. he wants
the rally to send a message to the Chinese leaders
of the world."
· "I commend UCF's Student G<>vernrnent for its that American students are in solidanty with the
proposed program scheduled for June 19 and I look students in China.
He said of the students m China,
forward to participating," Colbourn said,
" ... when you can,t speak domesti··
" .. .I think the campus community as a
cally, we will speak for you interna·
whole will wish to confirm its sense of
tionally ... and they [the Chinese govsadness and its support for the student
ernment] can't quiet tliis voice offreesurvivors in Beijing and other Chinese
dom."
cities."
Student Senator David Mann, who
According to Colboum, individual facintroduced to the senate the resoluulty members could excuse students from
tion calling for a walkout and honorclasses providing it does not interfere
ary degrees, said students should
with class work.
think long and hard about whether
Rosie Joels, Faculty Senate chair,
they should skip class to join the rally.
agreed with Colbourn's position on the
rally and walkout.
SEE RALLY PAGE4
Lance Turner, coordinator of the UCF
Trevor Colbourn

UCF gets new film program
by Jamie Carte

ay June 4, 1989
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Holsenbeck said, "The governor reportedly
recommended fully funding our requests to the
House and Senate." He also said the BOR
approval of the new program is "simply routine."
"This lthe budget for the film program] has
come through positively at every governmental
stage because of the positive support given to
this program that is both natural and beneficial
to UCF," Holsenbeck said.
The program's operating expenses for this
year account for approximately $171,000 of the
of the unds will be allocated
funding. The r
for three years' worth of equipment.
Dean McFall, director of public affairs, said
the program is a "positive project for the com-

Pegasus Ill

UCF

Maximum weight lifted:'
18 lbs. 3 oz.

Length: 55 inches
Wingspan: 100 inches

Cost of materials:
$450

Top speed: @50 mph
SEE FILM PROGRAM PAGE3

Plane weight:

Construction time:

6 lbs. 12 oz.

3 months

Designed and built by the UCF chapter of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
SOURCE: AIAA

•
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Aero club makes
3-point landing
by Julie Watson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Biii Foxworthy/Central Florida Future

HEAD FOR COVER
Caught by a sudden summer shower, a group of students heads for the library. Unfortunately,
they sprinted by our photographer before he could get any names, so we can't identify them.

Pegasus III, the experimental airplane representing
UCF, won third place overall
at an international student
aeronautical design competition sponsored by the Society
of Automotive Engineers.
The UCF chapter of the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics competed May 18-20 in Warrensburg, Mo., against · 30
other colleges. Five students
and the AI.AA faculty advisor

travell~d

to the competition.
The group also won first
place in the technical report
and technical drawing sections of the competition.
The competition is divided
into three parts: the designing
and building of the airplane,
the technical report and drawings and the formal presentation. The airplane must be
designed to carry cargo and lift
weight within a 200-foot runway. The airplane must also be
able to take off, make a 360
SEE PEGASUS PAGE3
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SPORTS
• Two UCF pitchers
signed minor-league contracts last week. Take ·a
look forward at their future
.careers and back at the minor-league. career of for•
mer Knight Sam Nattile.

OPINION
• Opinion takes a look at
different aspects of the re- ·
cent events in China, includi ng what we should do
over here and what the students over there could
have done differently.

.OPINION
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SAVE $200
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Stop by Computer
Sales Office
CCII Room 105 or call
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FILM 'PROGRAM

(:Olnputer
assisted
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FROM .PAGE 1

~teaching?
j nstitute works toward

:tomorrow's classroom
_R. Norman Moody
_CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•

Employing advanced tech.nology that up until now only
the U. S. military benefited
from, UCF's Institute for
Simulation and Training is
: developing an "experimental
=classroom of tomorrow".
IST researchers working on
the experimental classroom
are using advanced computer
hardware, artificial intelligence software and interactive
simulation and training to
develop an innovative instructional techinque tailored to the
individual student.
The technique can be applied to mathematics, English
or any other subject in the
same manner it is used to train

photo courteay of IST

This is the first in a tw0-part series about the Institute for Simulation and Training, located in the
Research Pavilion at the Research Park. Our next article will focus on the IST simulator network.

officers how to operate jets or
submarines.
The experimental classroom will combine the
strengths of the traditional
classroom with advanced
simulation technologies, and
will incorporate instructional
techniques to enhance performance.

PEGASUS
FROM PAGE 1

•

3

degree tum and land.
According to Rob Conrad, chairman of
AIAA, Pegasus III lifted 18 lbs, 3 oz. The
plane length was 55 inches with a wingspan of 100 inches. AI.AA began designing the airplane in November.
Conrad said the airplane was only
tested up to 14 pounds worth of lift a

IST officials said this will be
the nation's first intelligent
tutoring system.
The system will learn to
abstract information concerning the student's responses .
The system will then adjust to
any level of capabilities based
on the student's responses .
The experimental class-

month before the competition because
they did not want to take a chance on
crashing the airplane just before the contest.
The club received donations from Martin Marietta, Orlando Repro Graphics,
Bob Violet Industry and student government, as well as private donations from
faculty and members of the community.
Many of the colleges the UCF team
competed against were working with

room can be modified for use by
any grade level.
Teachers will translate curricula from textbooks into a
format which can be used by
the system's built-in intelligence tutoring process.
IST officials said the system
can be customized to the
individual's capabilities.

much larger budgets. Some schools paid
for their team members' flights to Ohio, as
well as their accomodations.The UCF
team paid for their trips, meals and rooms
out of their own pockets.
Conrad said the airplane would be a big
boost to the aerospace program at UCF,
which is less than three years old.
"'We learned to work as a team. We took
equations out of the book and actually
found out they worked," Conrad said.

munication department." He
also said the funding was
"assured for the fall of 1990."
According to Dr. James
Welke, chairman of the communication department, the
program is currently in the
planning stages.
Welke said the program will
need three years to develop
and should be in full effect by
the fall of 1993.
A search to find a director
for the film program is being
conducted by the communication department. Application
deadline is June 30 and the
new director will take office
early next year.
Welke said the program will
offer two types of degrees,
general production and animation.
Local studios such as
Disney/MGM and Universal
are expected to be supportive
ofUCF program, Welke said.
Currently negotiations
with Universal are underway
to discuss the use of sound
stages as labs.
The implementation of internships with the studios is
also being discussed. Internships with studio-linked companies such as Century III
Teleproductions are already
established.
Welke said applications for
the new program should be
taken in Feb. 1990. "This will
be a limited access program for
students with at least a 3.0
G.P.A and who have passed
the grammar proficiency test,"
Welke said.

~ Join the
STUDENT TO STUDENT

March!

free lives

a letter!
Sign a petition!
Speakers:
President Colbourn,
David Tsi and other
Chinese students,
Dr. Karl Gunther,
UCF faculty
and students,
and a foreign journalist
from China.

4, The Central Florida Future, June 14,
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RALLY
FROM PAGE 1

"If you can honestly tell yourself you're going to
participate for the right reasons then go ahead and
cut class," Mann said, "But if the professor is going to
fail you for skipping the class, then go to class."
Turner said, "Walkout. There comes a time when
you have to test freedom in order to prove to yourself
it still exists."
At a meeting Monday to ~scuss the rally, Turner
said it may be the largest event on a college campus
in the United States for the situation in China. He
said between 500 and 1000 people is a realistic
estimate.
He said Colbourn, Fred Schmidt, UCF student
and Chinese national Shi Tsi, and Dr. Karl Gunther,
who recently returned from Beijing, will speak at the
rally along with others.
According to Turner, Chinese students at the rally
teach Chinese chants and will lead the participants in a march around the reflecting pond carrying
signs made at the rally. Amnesty International UCF
will supply the materials needed to make the signs.
_Also at the rally,Amnesty International will circulate two petitions which already have over 300 signatures Turner said.
One states how appalling the massacre in China
was and will be sent to the leaders of China and the
other asks for honorary degrees to be granted by UCF
to the slain Chinese students. That petition will be
sent to Colbourn, the Honorary Degrees Advisory
Committee, Faculty and alumni representatives.
Colboum said the awarding of honorary degrees,
like the calling for a class walkout, was a political
statement and it would not, "... achieve anything
other than somehow make us feel better about ourselves."
During the rally, telegrams will be sent to China
as well as letters sent over a facsimile machine.
"That way we're accomplishing something at the
ral1y and the students can see the fruits of their labor," Turner said.
According to Turner, Monday was chosen because
the students in China had planed to continue their
Tiananmen Square demonstrations until June 20
when the Chinese parliament will meet. Because of
the international date line, June 20 in China is June
19 in the United States.
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is accepting cash contributions to aid
The Chinese Red Cross Society
in their efforts to provide ambulance
services, first aid and blankets to victims of
the ongoing tragedies within Beijing.

Please designate dooat~ns: 'China R~ier Central Fbrida Chaptet
AmeOCan Red Cross 5North Bumby Ave. (Jlando, FL 32803
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$2.95
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Men's Formal Wear : Rentals Ii .
HOMEMADE PASTA
Includes salad & bread
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Sequel has much slime, lit .le
1

•

irit
• Poetry Reading
Pulitzer prize winning
author Henry Taylor will
give a reading of hts poetry in the Board of Regents Room at noon orJ.
June 14. Taylor is curr~nt~' th dL:ecco of the
MFA . rogram in Creativ~
WriU. ~ at Anerican Unt
versitJ in
<1shlnl?ion,
D.C

•

• Leu Ga ens Stro
For '{O'L nature lovers,
Leu Botanical Gardens is
presenting the "u u ne
Moor Stroll· rrom 8 p.m. . 10 p m. on J ne 17 Be a
par ' thi new tradit ·on.
Cal 407 894-262L for
mio
Ghostbusters Winston Zeddemore (Ernie Hudson), qay Sta ltz (Dan Aykroyd}, Peter Venkeman (Bill Murray), and Egon Sp
(Harold Ramis) unleash the power of their proton p. 1cks in ,olumbia Pictures' Gho:;tbusters II.

• Al •, arreau
L nmistakable voice
ofAl Jarreau will be heard
in the Orlando Arena at 8
p.m. on June 18. Tickets
are $18.50 and are available through all TicketMaster outlets.

The

environment. Dan Aykroyd, Dr. Raymond
Stantz, is hosting a cable TV talk show which
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
focuses on the psychic phenomena. And Ernie
Sequel summer is back! The most recent Hudson is never shown doing anything to earn
summer installment came with the premiere of money other than singing b t children's parties.
Ghostbusters II at the Ziegfield Theatre in Ne~ Finally, Sigourney Weaver has had a child by a
York City this past weekend.
man that she has since separated from.
New Yorkers will love this film for the oneThe plot is simple. Sigourney Weaver has had
liners about New York, but the rest of the a child and an evil 14th century magician wants
country will not be as impressed. This sequel the baby. After Vigo, the homicidal magician,
nJies heavily on clever banter.
attemr>ts to 1se supernatural ways to get the
During the four years since the ghosts have child, the Ghostbusters are called to save the
been vanquished from New York, the Ghost- day. Basically, the JO calls for the Ghostbusters
busters have changed careers. Bill Murray, Dr. to figure out where the center of Vigo's power is
Peter Venkeman, has opened a book store that and destroy it.
specializes in the paranormal. Harold Ramis,
The magic between Sigourney Weaver and
Dr. Egon Spengler, is ~oing research on the
way people react to negative influen ves in their
SEEGHOSTBUSTERSPAGE6
by Jocelyn Jepson

IQ doesn't pass test;
The Cult rocks h rd

by Todd Cerny
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

• Are You Sitting Comfortably?
Artist: IQ
Producer: Terry Brown
I.Q. is a progressive band
from the U.K who have enjoyed European success with
their first three albums.
·Their
last
project,
Nomzamo, was well-received
by the European press and
served as a debut for their new
and current singer/lyric· st
Paul Menel.
Their new album, Are You
Sitting Comfortably? ,is an
attempt at success on our side
of the Atlantic.
For this effort the band
brought in producer extraordinaire Terry Brown (Rush, The
Cutting Crew). The album
starts out with what is probably the best cut on the LP,
"War Heroes."
The song has an eerie yet
haunting synthesizer line that
molds beautifully with the
acoustic guitar of lead guitar-

Top Ten Singles
1

•Jacob Druckman

Week ending June to, 19a9

'

Copyright 1989 by Billboard Publications, Inc.
Reprinted with permission.

isl Mike Holmes (Th gu ·tar
ech< is close to The dg s
Modern Rock Tracks
patented sound, but not a
1. "Fascination Street"
overemphasized.)
The Cure
Martin Orford (keyboards,
2. " So Alive"
sax, chief songwriter) writes
Love and Rockets
is though he has liad classical
3.
"Trouble
training and his style is evi10,000 Maniacs
dent on "War Heroes." The
4. "Pet Sematary"
lyrics are simple yet thoughtThe Ramones
provoking: "People would cry/
5.
"Eardrum
Buzz"
If they'd seen what we done/
Wire
But we'll be war heroes/ When
6. "Nineteen Forever"
we get home."
Joe Jackson
Track two is the obligatory
7.
"See
A Litt le Light"
pop single "Drive On." It is a
Bob Mould
snappy little throwaway ditty
8. "This Town"
reminiscent of any Glass Tiger
Elvis Costello
song.
9.
"Oh
Daddy"
The next two cuts are "NosAdrian Belew
talgia" and "Falling Apart at
10. "Goin' Southbound
the Seams."
Stan Ridgway
"Nostalgia" is a progressive
instrumental that would have
gone beautifully on any of the
albums by big progressive this album to the point of perbands of the '70s, but in 1989 it fection. The LP would have
been a better effort if they had
is outdated and boring.
"Nostalgia"
blends into shortened some of the mara"Falling Apart at the Seams," thon songs and tried for a more
which picks up tempo and concise, to-the-point record.
All in all, this record left me
blends progressive music with
that these boys can do
feeling
a pop lyric line and hook.
better.
Side two begins with "Sold
on You," a likeable song about
the joys and sorrows of growing up in a coal mining town.
Look for it to become perhaps
the second single.
"Iluoogh
My Fingers" serves as the ballad on the album and it is a
very well-written, almostjazzlike song, with a catchy bass
line executed by bassist Tim
Esau.
The problem that IQ has is
that they tried to over-produce

Hot 1 O ingles
1. "Wind Beneath My Wings"
Bette Midler
2. " 'II Be Loving You"
New Kio8 On The Block
3 .' c: -J7~ L tbe StPo)
~obby Brown
4. "Rock On"
i1chael Damian
5. "Buffalo Stance''
Neneh Cherr.
6. "Patience"
Guns N' Roses
7. "Satisfied"
Richard Marx
8. "Soldier Of Love"
Donny Osmond
9. "Close My Eyes Forever"
Lita Ford
10. "Where Are You Now?"
Jimmy Harnen with Sync

by Esta Krukln
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•Sonic Temple
Artist: The Cult
Producer: Bob Rock
What do you get when you
take great rock-n-roll guitar
licks the likes of Jimmy Page
or Jake E. Lee from Ozzy
Osbourne's early solo band,
add lots of raw energy and
gutsy vocals and set it all to a
fast, danceable rhythm? You
get The Cult's new album,
Sonic Temple. The Cult has
mainly been known in progressive music circles as a
great new wave, dance/rock
band ("She Sells Sanctuary")
that exhibits strong guitar

International com:roser
and educator Jacob
Druckman will discuss
his music at Gleason
Auditorium of the Florida
Institute of Technology in
Melbourne. The seminar
will begin at 7:30 p.m. on
June 21. Druckman has
been resident composer
for the New York Philharmonic as well as teaching
at Julliard and Yale. The
presentation is free to all
ages.
• Miss Florida Pageant
The Miss Florida Pageant
Preliminaries will take
place at 8 p.m. on June 21
- 23 at the Bob Carr Auditorium in Orlando. Tickets are available through _
the Orlando Arena box
office. Ticket prices are
$12.50 & $8.50 on Wed.
&Thur. and$15 &$10on
Friday. For more information call (407) 8492020.

• Clowning 101
Have you always wanted to
be a clown? Well here's
your chance: The Art of
Clowning 101. The sixweek course will cover basic skills for clowning, such
as make-up, appearance,
gestures, balloon art and
many others. The class will
be held every Tuesday,
beginning on June 13 and
continuing until July ~8.
The classes will run from 7
- 9:30 p.m. at Park Lake
Presbyterian Church. The
cost is $30 per person. Call
295-1838 for more information.

•WWF
The World Wrestling Federation will once again
bring its mayhem to the
Orlando area with their
show at 7:30 p.m. on June
23 at the Orlando Arena.
Tickets for the event are
$8, $10, $12 and are available at all TicketMaster locations.

•
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SONIC TEMPLE

row, I discovered this song
really
is about a "hot" woman,
FROM PAGE 5
as the title suggests.
"American Horse" is filled
work and intense vocals.
with Zeppelin-like Tiffs on
This three member British rhythm and bass guitars. But
band has hardened and per- The Cult are no run-of-thefected their unique style and mill Zep impersonators; they
honed their appreciable musi- definitely have their own style.
The next song, "Edie (Ciao,
cal skills to the point where
Soni.c Temple is truly breaking Baby)" is that token "acoustic
new ground, shattering the guitar with violins" ballad we
limiting labels of "rock" and have heard on many rock
"dance" music by demonstrat- albums lately that ensures
ing that it is possible to do both some airplay. While not the
at the same time and do them best side of The Cult, this song
well.
is melodious and marketable,
They have, perhaps, earned a and gives Astbury a chance to
new label which I have dubbed show that he has range and
"danceable, hard rock." But control enough to soften his
perhaps transcending the usual guttural bellow and still
limitations of musical genres sound good.
"Soul Asylum" begins side
and inspiring further originality would be a better legacy for two with a pulsing heartbeat,
The Cult to leave rather than adds guitars, then explodes
with a burst of Bonham-esque
just a new label.
The album begins with "Sun drums. And it gets even better
King," a strong yet sensual from there. The guys in The
song which sets excellent gui- Cult are really shpwing off in
tar work by Billy Duffy to a this tune and you cannot help
pounding percussion beat. but be impressed.
The very fast "New York
The result is very danceable
and erotic, as all great City" features Iggy Pop on
rock'n'roll is, conjuring up some eerie background vocals.
images of hot seductior. and Bass player Jami Stewart tickgrinding hips.
les the ivories for a bit here,
The second song, "Fire too. This song has a cool endWoman," is currently receiv- ing and lots of energy.
ing lots of airplay, so you are
The Cult may revolutionize
probably familiar with it. You contemporary music with
know, "Shake, shake, ·shake, Soni.c Temple by demonstratshake it, yeah!" This is a fabu- ing their superb musical
lous song. The kind you play talents in a danceable, hard
over and over. when you get rock format that I predict will
home from the record store. find a huge market. While The
Unfortunately, the album does Cult are not a commercial
not contain the lyrics, and Ian band, I'll sum up this review
Astbury's throaty shouts are with two (maybe five) commerhard to make out. But, after cial words. Buy it. (You'll Jike
listening to it five times in a it!)

Enzian ·w ill host play's debut
by Kristina Feliciano
COPY EDITOR

AIDS.

The word is. never actually said in the play
On Tina Tuna Walk, but the implication is
clear. A gay man loses his lover to an unnamed
illness. "We as actors are saying that he died
from AIDS," says Paul Wegman.
Wegman, co-star and director of the play,
which will be performed for one night at the
Enzian Theater June 19, says the word is
hardly ever said anymore.
"I have found ... that it's not said in the [gay]
bar anymore, either. One automatically assumes."
Wegman says the cause for the play is AIDS
but it is not an AIDS play. The play is about
dealing with the death of a loved one.
Four men are best friends in co Hege. Three of
them are gay and one is straight. Upon graduation they make a pact that no matter how
often during the year they see each other, they
will get together for two weeks.
One of the men is mourning the loss of his
lover, who died two years ago. Despite the
efforts of his friends to pull him out of his
depression, he remains despondent. When
their annual two weeks come up, his friends
devise an elaborate plan to "shock him back
into reality," says Wegman.

GHOSTBUSTERS
FROM PAGE 5

Bill Murray has faded. Their
relationship was a poignant
aspect of the original film and
is sorely missed in the sequel.
Another part that the sequel is lacking are the ghosts.
In the original Ghostbusters ,
the spirits were the main feature. Here they are second

On Tina Tuna Walk is a contemporary play by
John Glines, whose Green which Village theater
launched the successful Torch Song Trilogy,
which was later adapted for the big screen.
The play is named for a strip ofboardwalk on
New York's Fire Island, which Wegman says is
a popular gay retreat in the summer.
Michael Wanzie, who arranged for the play's
Orlando premiere and who plays the role of
Michael in this production, saw the show in New
York. He was also mourning the death of a lover
and identified with the character of Michael. He
asked Wegman, with whom he had worked on
another play presented at the--Enzian, Private
Lives, to direct the show.
The play marks the start of the local celebration of national Gay Pride Week. After opening
at the Enzian it will move to the Parliament
House, where it will run June 20, 26 and 27.
"It's been a longtime since we've done any live
theater at the Parliament House. So we're going
. to have to break down that wall that some people
feel...against going there," Wegman says.
Nevertheless, Wegman, who is a senior at
UCF majoring in theater, stresses that the play
has a universal message.
"People need to know that you do need to
grieve, but you do need to get past it, too, because
they would want you to if they were still
around."
Tickets for the Enzian premiere are $12.50.

place to the slime. The slime is
interesting, but it doesn't
carry the same weight as a
good ghost.
On a positive note, the conversations between the actors
are intense. The chemistry between the characters played
by Dan Aykroyd and Harold
Ramis is perfect, as we11 as the
introduction of Annie Potts,
who lights the flame of passion
in lawyer/former gargoyle,

UC6

•

Rick Moranis.
Overall the film is effective
in its motive, entertainment,
but the attempt by the writers
to get Bill Murray into a father
role for Sigourney's child is
impossible.
Ghostbusters II is good entertainment for family or
afternoon veiwing, but don't
go to the theater expecting the
very best of the summer mo\rje
offerings.

CINEMA
12255 UN IVERS IT Y 8 l VD.
ACROSS

FROM

STAil TREK V (PG) '
12.00-2 3().5:00-7.30-1000-12 15 om

THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIE .
PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION, UCF,
THE ISLAMIC SOCIETY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
AND
CENTRAL FLORIDA PRESBYTERY OF TH
PRESPYTERIAN CHURCH IN AMERICA

•

~D~EA-D_PO_m..,._S_OC1_ETY-<P-G)_:.....:.....:.:__--J

UCF •277-1454

INDIANA JONES a THE
LAST CRUSADE (PG- l 3) •
1215-2 45-5· 15-7·<15-10: 15-12-40 o

12:30·2.50-5. 15-7 dS-10 15-12·40 om
llOAD HOUSE (R)
-SE_E_N_O_EVl_l,_H_EA_R_N_O_EVl_L(_IO_ ___J 2:30-5 OCH.30-10.00-12:00
2 00-4 30-7 30·9-d0-1200 om

oir

AU SEATS $3.00 tor shows before 5;30 P.M.

"7R~EN~EG'."""A-D-:-ES-(ll)--------I ·c11 pant11coupons ,dllc0U11'1wp1toded'
12 dS-31~545-a 00-10 10-12 20 0 ,,.,

•

Sludenlswlth pto1>41r dated 1.0. $3.75

ARL PLEASED TO ANNOUNC£

•
A DIALOGUE ON

SCIENTIFIC REFLECTIONS
IN THE BIBLE AND THE QURAN
CHRISTIAN SCHOLAR
Rev. WILLIAM J. COLCLASURE, B.S.,M.Div.
Senior Pastor at Sand Lake Presbyterian
Church PCA, Orlando, Florida

•
-You say you find it h"111 to
believe that haircuts like this
can cost only $8?

And now you hear a rumor
that you can get a terrific
cut for only $7?

.

MUSLIM SCHOLAR
Dr. AHMAD H. SAKR, Ph.D.
Former President of American
Islamic College, Chicago, Illinois

•
Friday, June 16, 1989
7:30 - 9:30 pm
HEALTH AND PHYSICS BUILDING AUDITORIUM,
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL:
(407} 275 - 9151
(407) 345 . 0661

•
Impossible!

$ 1.00 off with student I.D.

Great Clips®for hair
Great perms and styHngs, too. Right nearby. No appointment needed.
OfFER GOOD ONLY AT:

•
•

Ro.

4026 N. Goldenrod
Wlnter Park. Fl.
( in the K-Mart shopping Center)

657-6827 .
~XPIRES: JULY31,

•
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"
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DOC TALK
STEPHEN R. YARNALL,MD

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

Fellow of the American College of Cardiology
I'm 43. I started
"power walking"
15 months ago. I
walk 2.8 miles every day. It
takes me about 33 minutes
to walk this distance, so my
walking speed is about 12
minutes per mile (or 5
m.p.h.)
Is this enough exercise
to stay in shape?

Q

Brisk walking or
"power walking" is
an excellent exercise for physical conditioning, and it's far less likely to
lead to musculo-skeletal
strains and injuries than
jogging. If you are exercising at a pace where you are
slightly short of breath, but
are nruhuffing and puffing,
this is the optimal level of
exercise for you.
I
no longer advise
healthy people to monitor
their heart rate during exercise because it is difficult to
get an accurate count while
exercising, and because
heart rate is affected by
many different variables.
People with cardiac risk

A

factors and/or heart disease , ity. Thers is also surprising
should have a treadmill test evidence that people who burn
and other appropriate medi- over 4,000 calories a week in excal tests done so their doctors ercise may have an increased
can personally advise them risk of death. Moderation
seems to be the key.
about exercise intensity.
If you weigh 160 pounds and
THE 2,000 CALORIES walk at a 12-minute/mile pace
(5 miles /hour), you are burnEXERCISE GOAL
ing about 10 extra calories per
minute (see chart below)
Several studies have sug- through exercise. Mulitply 10
gested that burning 2,000 calories x 33 minutes, and you
calories a week in exercise is will find you are burning
ideal for improving cardio- about 330 calories during you
vascular fitness and longev- daily exercise walk.
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By Karen Wedner

MEETING
TIMES
STARSS
Weight loss. Learn to eat
better and keep off your
weight. Tuesdays at 9 am
SWATT

The wellness club! Help
us develop new wellness
programs. Thursdays at 4
pm

II~

l . Purim; PhD

KIOSK

MAC LAB

Monday - Friday
9am - 7pm
Saturday
lOam - 2pm

M·o nday - Thursday
lOam - 2pm
6pm - lOpm

STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICES
Monday - Friday • Sam - Spm

,

7

•

•
•
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make
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The Central Fl, . .· f';;,ture supports, .wholeheartedly, the cl-:.i. '~ lkout to be held Monday
between 11 a.m. ar d I p.m. We strongly urge all
UCF students, faculty and administrators to
attend.
Thanks to thf ~itudent Senat res'liution
asking for a cla~ ~ walkout, ~n a'L : fCF have a
unique oppc niiy to hav~ our voi~es liea rr·.
We must send a message to +.lu "tat ~ the
·c ountry and the rest of the ~orld. They need *'c
know we do not approve of t e bloody massacre
and we're not going to let ourselves or the wono
forget the unbelievable heroism of the students
in China.
Unfortunately, many people, studeds and
staff» believe the walkout on Monday is not
going to help the Chinese in any way. They will
not join in, believing they can accomplish r.aor
in class, at work or on the beach than they could
on the Green.This just is not true.
Somewhere along the line the reason behind
demonstrations in America h~ been lost. The
key lies in the word itself. -·
When you go to a demonstration you do not go
to change the way a misguided government
operates, although that would be good. You do
not go to stop something wrong from happening,
although that, too, would be good.
YoL. go to show the country and the world how
you ft -1 about an issue.
Son e people will argue that it is obvious we
feel the deaths in Tiananmen Square were
wrong. Everyone does. So why have a rally to
acco,......plish the obvious?
I . Americans we are given the freedom to
ass ~mble and voice our opinions, a great freedo 1 which we take for granted.It is a freedom
th usands of Chinese just died for. They died for
so...nething many of us will not miss a class o
lose a day at the beach for.
It is all well to believe that the government
crackdown in China was wrong. But let us show
the world that we are willing to give up a couple
hours of our time, a couple hours of wages or a
couple hours of sun and fun at th . beach to
express our outrage.
How we feel about the slaughter of thousands
of innocent Chinese means nothing if we are not
willing to sacrifice just a couple brief hours of
our lives.
It will make a difference.
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Freedom won't be won with violence
Last week Chinese Prime Minister Li Peng commended the troops for yanking the so-called uunruly
hooligans/' out ofTiananmen Square.
The separation of good-guy and bad.guy for the
Chinese government is easy. Army is good; hooUgans
are bad.
The battle for democracy by the students in China
Passive resistance had turned to active engage- •
was certain to be lost when the government began
ment.
firing upon the protesters.
11 and Deng Xiaopeng were able to use the rock
But thP verall
veme ., toward~ democracy in
that country was 1 o h ur'.:; w 1 en the protesters throwing and vandalism ~s proof against the stu"'ossed their first dents whom the government called hooligans and
picked up their first ston a
counter-revolutionaries.
molot-0v cocktail.
Already, the Chinese government is televising the
The standards of civil disobedience SP. . h y Gandhi
charred
remruns of soldiers who were beaten to death •
and
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
worked
for
a
while
in
the
1
I square. But civil disobedience is relatively easy when ·and set on fire.
Th e deaths of the Chinese students far outweigh
there are police that do not use force and a press to
those of the army, but when the government operates _•
cove1 ..he protesting.
Unfortunately for the students, the government the only source of news to a country of over a billion
was able to get the Chinese press under their thumb people, reality is easily warped.
And to the families of the dead sol d~ s, death
of censorship control and the world press off its back
by cutting satellite transmissions. The world press hurts just as much.
•
The actions of the students were understandable
was also threatened if they took photographs of the
early morning show of force by the Chinese military. but unfortunate. They gave Deng and Li a leg to stand
Then the Chinese government got serious with its on (frrul as it is) as the government played out their
troops, which fired live ammunition into crowds of good-guy, bad-guy scenario.
In the end, the separation between good and bad
students. Their armored vehicles even ran over
people as they advanced into Tiananmen Square. By will be obvious and it won't have anything to do with
this time protesters had slashed tires and thrown the students or the soldiers.
•
The death, brutality and tyranny applied by the
rocks at soldiers.
When troops closed in on8the square, students set government to its own people is bad.
Standing up for what you believe in is good.
vehicles ablaze and stoned soldiers to death.

I

•

innovation-a university. So why
not use the scrub as an incentive to
generate research dollars?
Editor:
No capital investment would be
The Florida scrub community is
one of the most unique yet fastest required, endangered species
disappearing habitats in Florida. would not be displaced and, possiUCF is privileged to have a bly, UCF could exemplify the idea
sizeable parcel of this habitat on that conservation does make eco·nomic sense.
its property.
No other university can boast to
this, yet many . will acknowledge
David Leonard
science education
their envy concerning the accessibility to such a valuable research
area. The endangered and en- • THE SLEEPING GIANT
demic species that inhabit the
scrub are another component to Editor:
"How can they just shoot their
the value of this area.
However, in the ever desperate own people?!" "I t.h ought they were
attempt to generate the dollar, undergoing democratic reforms!"
UCF is following th~ mainstream "I just can't believe it!"
Time to wake up and smell the
way of thinking and has decided to
develop the scrub community with coffee. Even though there is great
the building of an athletic com- confusion in China, there is one
plex. If any institution can begin thing you can be sure of: for people
the change to a more ecologically living under communism, life is a
sound world, it has to be one of living nightmare.
• SCRUB NEW DEVELOPMENT

lJ

Whether it's Marxist rebels in
El Salvador murdering civilians
or Soviet soldiers distributing explosive toys to Afghan children1 it •
is all the same: Horror is the instrument of control.
America is a powerful giant,
both in economic and military
terms. The problem is that the
giant speends 99 percent of his
time sleeping. It requires the •
shooting down of a civilian airliner by the Soviet Union or the
outright invasion of a third-world
country to wake up the American •
people. It may seem cruel to say
this, but the deaths of those hundreds of brave students in Beijing •
did serve a purpose. They woke up
the American people.
Still, the question is not "will
America forget?" The question is •
"how soon will we forget?"

Kevin S. Walker
business

•

•
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RUBES®
42 Sin
43 Falsifiers
45 The sun
46 Teutonic deity
47 Colorful birds
49 Behold!
50 Rescind
52 Kind of poem
54 Declare
55 Aches

29 Take unlawfully
31 Retreat
33 Gunner's
compartment
34 Bellow
36 Made of wool
37 Prophets
39 God of love

41 Blemishes

by Leigh Rubin

MIXING MATH W\TH FERTIUT'f DRUGS

Body of water
Halt
Vessel
Nahoor sheep
A state: abbr.
53 Symbol for
nickel

43
44
47
48
51

DOWN

•
•

ACROSS

.,

1 Deadly
6 Thick slices
11 Coalition
13 Steadfast
'14 Either
15 Eccentric
17 Etther

18 Ventilate
20 Ardent
21 Drinking vessel
22 Light meaJs
24 Oioce§e
25 Workbench
device
26 Drinks slowly
28 Fairy

30 Approach
32 Chimney carbon
33 Smaller
35 Disclosed
37 Fat around
kidneys
38 Pedal digit
40 Superclllous
person

i Raft
2 Eagles' nests
3 Symbol for
tantalum
4 Mature
5 Entice
6Mix
7 100,000 rupees
8 Hebrew month
9Walst
10 Kind of fabr c
12 Pitching stats.
13 Soaks
i6 Grows old
19 More showery
21 Fingerless
gloves
23 Exhausted
25 Musca!
Instruments
27 Capuchin
monkey

Solution

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Words Hit Harder Than Fists
•

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
Where The Sun Always Shines!

·-----------·
•Buy 5 Visits-•
I

I

: Get 5 Free!:

Instead of getting into a bar room brawl, air your feelings
in The Central Florida Future.
Send in your letters or columns.
P.O. Box 25000. Orlando, Florida 32816

This coupon good for
~--------------------,

:

s10000 OFF VEHICLE

I

with UCF I.D.

:
I
I

I

Maratta Auto Sates
North of UCF
South of Still;.,ater

Coupon must be shown
upon initial presentation
Offer expires J1me 30 1989

2953 Alafaya Trail

I
I

Sign up a friend and get 2 :
visits free!

•.

Coupon expires 6/30/89

-----------

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

••

Don't be done in
Calculators that
by statistics class.
raise simplicity to Get the new HP-218.
a science.
The only calculator on the

Hewlett-Packard
Scientific Calculators

TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-7 P.M.

10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042

market designed especially to
take the drudgery out of collegelevel statistics. All the functions
you need for statistics AND
college math are built. in!

Check out the new HP-218 today.
HP cakulators -the best
calcu/,a tors to help
you succeed.

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

,...___.::~====~--=2=-=,
82-2101
UCF TEAM DENTIST
Our UCF Good Knight Offer! $25 Check-up Includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays • Cleaning & Polishing
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only • Expires 7/31 /89
good on initial visit only
"'--~~~~~~~~~~-

J

• The patient and 11.ny other person
responsible for payrnent has a
right to refuse to pay ,cancel
payment, or be reimbursed for
payment for any other service
examination, or treatment which
is perfonned as a result of and
within 72 hours of responding to
the advertisement for free service,
exantlnation or treannent.

HP's proud NEW
fomily of quality
calculators.

There's one for you!
rlJfl'I

HEWLETT
~~ PACKA~O

F'fQ9

-..'.l.I

I

:
I
I
I

366-7432 ..I

L-------------------: $29.95 :
·

:

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Ell INTERNATIONAL

Calculator & Computer

2914 Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898-0081

Alpha Tau Omega
Good Luck on upcoming finals, study hard!
Any one interested 1n playing vollyball get in
touch with ScottP. Meeting, Mon.June 19th at
9:30 at the House. Don't forget Thurs. meet.. .for a
ings, 9:00 at Walt's . A TQ
lifetime I

MOVE IN SPECIAL
Move In before 6-1-89 and receive $150 off
during Ju.ne, July and August, or 1 Walkman
T.V. per roommate (maximum of 3). 2 bdrm
and 2 bath apts.
12 MONTH LEASE
For more information call 282-5657.
Apt. 1 bdrm. walk to UCF. $275. Call 8517235.
UCF Area - 2 bed/ 1 bath apartment. Washer/
Dryer on premises. Available immediately .
Rent: $365/mth. Deposit: $365 . Call 3660451 .

Baptist Campus Ministries
Friends, Fun, and Fellowship
Come join BCM for Knight Light, Thurs.
in the SOL at 7pm. Everyone Welcome. For
more info. call the BCM office at 281-5336.
Check out our Wednesday noon Bible study in
the S.O.L.
Be A Better Communicator
Join Toastmasters
Meets every Tuesday at 5pm
in Phillips Hall Rm. 224.

3 bed. 2 1/2 bath Condo for rent, 5 miles from
UCF, a:t amenities, $595. Call 657-21 53 and
leave message.
Apt. 2bdrmwalktoUCF. $375 .Call851-7235.
For rent: 2 bedroom 2 112 bath apartment at
12043 Tift Cir. for only $460 per mo. Includes
washer I dryer and microwave oven, dose to
UCF. For more info call Jean at 282-2242 or
Caryl Stevens at 277-0493.
For rent: 2 bedroom, 2 bath duplex only 5 miles
from UCF. Great landlords ( UCF Alumn i )
$450/ month call now 281-4473.
For rent - Large 2 bed apt. W/kit appliances,
CA& H, down stairs unit. walk to University.
$350.00 month. Century 21 Realty Register.
Kathy Smith 298-5056 Agent.

TANDY COLOR COMPUTER Ill
128K, Sony 19" color TV/ monitor, 2 half
height disk drives
Okidata 82A dot matrix printer, modem, and
including OS-9,
wordprocessing and much more software.
Need to sell, everything $700. Call Doug
281-4736. Leave Message.
Surplus Sale: A surplus sale will be held at
the Property Warehouse next week. Items
available will include office machines and furniture, electronic and electrical equipment of
all kinds, a dental chair, typesetting equipment, 17 vehides (including vans, pickups
and sedans), and many other items. Inspection of items will be from 10 am to 3 pm, June
13th& 14th. Bids will be opened June 15th. Bid
forms will be available at the Inspection site.
This sale is open to the public. Contact Ken
Dedering at 281-5084 for any questions .
Twin Mattress & spring - $35.00 . Coffee table,
Retne11er mix pups, $20.00 ea. 671-6355.
Child car seat$5 . Sixdrawerchest$10. Single
bed $30. Console TV. 25 inch screen $135.
1987 Hyundai Excel GLS refinance or buy
outright. All items available 30 July call Terry
380-1237.
Raleigh Record Ace 10-speed $90. Ann 6795536 Great cond.

ATIENTION - HIRING! Government jobs your area. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602838-8885. EXT R 5780.
Help Wanted - Students needed to clean
homes. Hours to fit schedule. Call 699-1636.
Waitress Wanted - Part-time lunch and weekends, call Beth. J.R.Jakes 677-4169.
Easy Work! Excellent Payl Assemble products at home.
Call for information. 504-641-8003 Ext. 2568.
People wanted to clean homes earn $6.50 t hr.
Serious applicants only. Will train. Call Kleen
Sweep 407-365-1880.
Telephone Rep: People anxiously waiting to
have Fun Vacation Package explained. P.T.
hrs. F.T. wages 5:00 - 10:00 pm. from our
University Blvd . office. Earn $300. - $800. per
week salary, commission, bonuses . No experience necessary. 678-0700.
"ATIENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS!
$32,000/year Income potential.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. B 5780.

Weight bench, sit up bench, Twin bed, dressers, living room and kitchen furniture , cheap.
282-5731 .

Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All types of student documents. Same day
service available. IBM lener quality -word
processing. Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
KCO Inc. WP/DP $1-$2.50 pg. 678-6735.
TYPESETIING
Resumes, cover1etters, flyers One stop
quality typesetting & copying across from
campus. Kinko's- 658-9518.

•

Word Processingffyping - reports,
papers, theses, $1.50/PG-Call 645-4996. •
Laser printed resume, $10; resume plus
originals, $20. 658-11 63.

RESUMES
Professionally written and laser typeset for
$30.00. For information write to: RESUME
HOUSE, 6223 NW71stStreet, Gainesville.Fl.
32606.
WORDPROCESSING. Reliable, fast, close
to campus. Rates start at $1/page. Call 2810499.
Need a Typist? Call 645-5331.

2- Furn. Ams. W/ bath + Utils. = 1-Rm. $225.
mo. 671-6355.
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4x4 's seized in drug
raids for under $100.00? Call for facts today.
602-837-3401. Ext.127.

2-Rm. $200. mo. - $50. dep"' ref. 10 min to
UCF. Tuskawilla. Mature adults. 671-6355
Female srudent to share 3 bdrm! 3 bth condo
at Chancellors Row on Alafaya Trail. Pool ,
tennis. Must be neat $150. Call Stacy at 381 2404 .

For Sale:
Alpine 7902 CD/ Am-Fm Programmable car
CD player. Yours for the 1ncred1bly low pnce of
$400. (obo) Tom F. 282-8183

1980 Ford Fiesta for sale Runs Goodl Great
rransportaoon. One owner $400 Call Kathy
380-1738.

Female Non-smoker needed to move In Aug,
1 UCF area 2 bdrm/ 2 bth townhouse. ONn
room and bath, $215 . mo. plus 112 utilities.
Call Rita eves 275-9088.

GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1
(U repair) . Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call (1) 805-687-6000
ExL GH-4628 for current repo hst.

·ATIENTION - GOVERNMENT SEIZED
VEHICLES from $100. Fords. Mercedes,
Corvettes, Chevys Surplus Buyers Guide 1602-838-8885 Ext A 5780 •

Pregnant? Adoption is an Option
Free confidenbal counseling. Help With
Costs. Call Kim or Jan.
Children's Home Society - 422-4441.
Campus World Snacks - Fine chocolates,
dned fruits, nuts, and confecoonery. G1ftwrapping and balloon delivery available. Local and
US. delivery. Free price hst: P.O. Box 1839,
Goldenrod Fl. 32733 or (407) 657-6213.

How to oblaln an $800. loan by mail - interest
tree. Full details on this opportunity only $10.
Roy Hunter P.O. Box 18502 Ph1ladelph1a Pa
19129.

1989 FALL SEMESTER IN VENEZUELA
Sponsored by the University of South Florida.
August 30 thru December 7. $2,999.00 in
elude airfare Miami-Merida-Miami, Room and
Board , excursions to Caracas, Canaima and
theAndesMountians. Fees for up to 16credits
extra. Call Collect VENUS~ C.P.S.A. (407)
439-0041.

•

Dear Jill G., I'm not from Atlanta, Georgia.
Low, Roy F.

•

I
I
I
I
I
I

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

•

Roadway Package System is
accepting applications for parttirne loaders and unloaders.
Excellent pay $7.00 per hour.

•

WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
Monday - Friday
3:00 A.M. - 7:00 A.M.

Phone
297-3715
for more information
HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 10:00am-6:00pm
LOCATED IN THE UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
(Across from UCF)

I

I
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drafted him but added, "I was
waiting for it [to be drafted]."
Polak flew to Tampa Monday morning for a week of
training. Then he
will play for the
Yankees Rookie
League club in
Sarasota. Ahem
will begin his minor-league career
pitching for the
Royals' Single A
club in Eugene,
Ore.
Bergman
planned to rep lace Polak, a
Rich
senior, but was
disappointed to lose Ahem,
who was expected to anchor
next year's pitching staff
again.
"We always want them to
come here," Bergman said. "He
could have come back and won
12 games, taken us to the College World Series and been a
first rounder. It's a setback to
us. You don't replace that kind
of pitcher."
Herb Rayborn, Kansas
City's southern scout, said
Ahem is a strong prospect to
make the majors in four or five
years.
"It depends on how quickly

he adjusts," Rayborn said. "We
can't put a timetable on how
quickly it will be."
Rayborn began scouting
Ahem this year. He said
Ahem has "major league velocity, a good slider, is durable
and a good competitor."
"He's just as
good a majorleague prospect
you can find,"
Rayborn said.
"Jay Bergman
and the whole
staff did a fine
job with him."
He
added
that pitching in
UC F's
big
games should
help Ahern's
Polak
development.
Polak led the Knight staff
with a 1. 74 ERA while compiling a 6-2 record. He held Florida and USF to two runs while
striking out 19. Both teams
were ranked in the top 25 at
the time. His 21 career wins
ties him at second on the UCF
all-time list.
Ahem leaves UCF with five
career pitching records: 267
strikeouts, 44 starts, 21 complete games, 3.23 ERA and 23
wins.
He added 125 strikeouts in
142 innings. He won his last
five decisions to lead UCF into
its first post-season play.

,

BUCKLE UP
In Florida It's The Law

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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did his average. Ironically, Dodson never developed the ability to hit a major league breaking
FROM PAGE 12
ball and is now playing in Japan.
N attile, 28, admits that he could have been in
the dream. If being in the right place at the the wrong place at the wrong time. That 1985
right time is one key to stardom, Nattile was in Pawtucket squad included futu-re Boston playthe wrong place at the wrong time. But up until ers Mike Greenwell, Tod~ Benzinger and Dodson, with Sam Hom and Ellis Burks in New
the end, he said the dream never died.
The Boston Red Sox selected Nattile in the Britain. N attile turned out to be the odd man out
sixth round of the 1982 draft. Ajunior, Nattile in Boston's plans.
"The years I played with Sam, we were
was coming off his best year at UCF (11 HR, 51
RBI, .371 BA) in a year he made All-Sunshine matched up pretty evenly," Nattile said. "StatisState Conference. His 11 homeruns were a tically, I had better y,ears, but Sam was a first
round pick."
UCFrecord.
N attile was teammates for his first two years
"I wasn't real thrilled about signing with
Boston," Nattile said. "But things weren't with Greenwell(a former roommate) and Horn,
and had better offensive seasons than either of
going wel1 with the coaches here."
He signed just before he found out Jay the two future Red Sox players. He played one
Bergman took the baseball coaching position more year in 1986 for New Britain and was on
the Pawtucket roster until the last day of camp
atUCF.
"Ifl had known he was coming, I would have in 1987.
Did he always retain the dream of making the
stayed," N attile said. "You get a good feeling
from him. He could explain to the players what major leagues?
"Absolutely. I never gave up that thought
to expect."
On hearing that Brian Ahem was still a even in the last spring," N attile said. "There are
junior, Nattile, now a guard at the Brevard a lot of teams out there you could finish withCorrectional Institution, had some words of if you're in the right place."
Nattile said he made a few inquiries after he
advice.
"Basically, make sure to get e ough lO ~r 1sh was released but "I was released the last day of
school ," h e said. "My one regret is that I didn't camp and every team had their rosters set."
go back to finish. n
He added that being married also led to his
Nattile's minor league career started prom- decision to abandon his dream.
isingly enough. Beginning at the BoSox' Rookie
Although a little bitter at the Red Sox for
league club in Elmira in 1982, he progressed up what he perceived to be a lack of communication,
a level each ofhisfirstfouryears. From Elmira, Nattile retains fond memories of his experience
he went to Winston-Salem in 1983 (single A), including a 4-4 dav wi~h three homeruns and a
New Britain in 1984 (double A), 1md finally double iw ir...,t the Astros in single A
Pawtucket in 1985 (triple a )-the last level
"it was fun. You get the chance to do what you
before the 'show.'
really enjoy and you get paid," he explained.Was
During the progression, he led the league in he good enough to eventually make the aed Sox?
Greenwell once told The Boston Globe, "Sam
doubles twice, hit over .300 twice, was named
Carolina League All-Star first baseman in was the one guy I was sure would make it. I told
1983 and won The Silver Glove a s the Eastern myself, 'I'm going to watch him and rm going to
League's best firsthasern· n in 1984 . .tie also take every step he does.' "
But, unfortunately for Nattile, he cm write
showed homerun power an was a big RBI man
on his clubs.
the dream, but not the reality. InsiR:id of making
His quick rise hit a roadblock m : 5 at a million dollars a year playing a game, he works
Pawtucket. Playing behind Pat Dodson, wh o 8-4 doing a job. And in the end, the dream of
was being groomed to replace Bill BuckPe at becoming a major leag"'..1~ star is just that-a
first, his playing time fell . As his a t.-ba s foll, so ' ream.

NATTILE
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Knights send two pitchers to minor-leagues
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Two UCF pitchers signed
minor league contracts after
being selected in last week's
amateur baseball draft. The
signings leave baseball coach
Jay Bergman without the services of his top two pitchers.
The Kansas City Royals
drafted UCF ace Brian Ahern
in the fifth round in the draft
held June 5-7. The New York
Yankees picked Rich Polak in
the twentieth round. Both
players agreed to terms by
Thursday.
Ahern went in the highest
round by a UCF player since
the Boston Red Sox drafted
former Knight outfielder Sam

Nattile in the sixth round in
1982.
A junior, Ahern decided to
forego his last year of eligibility to jom the Royals. He
signed for a $35,000 bonus
plus $16,000 to finish college.
Terms of Polak's one-year deal
remained undisclosed.
"It was a decision between
me and my family," Ahern
said. "I thought things were in
my best interest to focus on my
baseball."
Ahem added he plans to
finish college in the off-season.
While Ahem was expected
to go between the third and
fifth round, Polak said he was
surprised when the Yankees
SEE DRAFT PAGE 11

Dav+d W. 8't1MICENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF pitcher Brian Ahern unleashes a pitch this season. The Kansas City Royals selected him in
the fifth round of the amateur draft. Ahern finished 1989 wtth a 10-5 record and a 2.15 ERA.

Soccer Shorts
UCF has signed the fot. ·towing recruits to the
'· women's .and men?s soccertaams s-0 far this seasbn,
Men's and · women's
·::<.= · '

>:. $0ccer

coach Bill Bark.et

annoonced !he adcfttion of

me players to the 1989
Knight soccer squads last
week~

.;,

Knight recruits to play in HS all star game
by Bill Foxworthy
SPORTS EDITOR

Two UCF recruits wil1 play in the
Florida/Ckorgia High Schoo] All Star
footbal1 game. For UCF coaches and fans
the game could be a chance to look into
the future.
The all star game Wlll feature the top
35 graduating high school seniors from
each state. Among them are Willie English and Doug Schoen, both of whom
were recruited by UCF.
English and Schoen will play together
on the Florida offense. Schoen, an offensive guard, may find himself blocking for
English, a tailback.
Both are expected to be starters for the
game, which is to be held June 17 in
Gainesville.
Schoen 1 at 6-foot-2 and 220 pounds, is
somewhat small by offensive linemen
standards. "Some people think he's too
small," Paul Lounsberry, assistant head
coach and offensive line coach , said. "I
don't. This kid plays bigger than his
size."
Coaches stress that what Schoen
lacks in size, he makes up for m execution and intellegence.
"He is very intellegent in the classroom and on the field," Lounsberry said.
"He is a hard worker, an overacheiver,"
he added. "He will fit in with everybody
else."
"I'm outmanned sizewise," Schoen
said. "So I use technique."
Schoen's technique is simple but effective.
"I just keep my body between the def ender and the ball carrier."
Schoen, a high school honor student ,

cited UCFs academic program as wel1 as
UCF's recent rise as major factors in his
decision.
"The football program is moving up,"
Schoen said. "By the time I'm a junior or
semor we'll be playing teams like FSU."
"Five years ago I wouldn't have
thought about coming here n he said.
"With the coaching staff here there is no
way the program is gomg to go down. It
can only go up."
Willie English is a player coaches like
to watch.
"He looked like a man among boys
sometimes," running back coach Alan
QQoch said of films of English.
English, who graduated from Avon
Park High School, is described as a
straight-upfield type ofrunner.
"I'm a physical player," English said.
"I'll go over, around a defender, whatever it takes."
"He uses his speed when he is in the
open and attacks the tackler when he's
hemmed in," Gooch said. "He is an aggressive runner."
The University ofMiami attempted to
recruit English. UCF signed him.
"It was a good battle," Gooch said of
UCF's fight to sign English . "If you start
wmning battles like that you've done
something."
"He can make a difference," QQoch
said. "He is the type of runner we're
looking for. He has good speed and is a
strong runner."
English runs a 4.5 second 40-yard
dash. He rushed for almost 1,600 yards
last season.
UCF coaches are interested in seeing
him perform against the Georgia All
Star team.

uHe's going up against some great competition. It will be a good test," Gooch said.
English will face tough competion when
he comes to UCF as well. UCF is several
players deep at both fullback and halfback.
Most freshman are redshirted to allow them
to learn the plays and hone their playing
skills. English says he will be ready to jump
in and play immediately.
English was attracted by UCF's location
and the football program s recent success.
''UCF is on the nse," Engish said. "The
other players here told me I could be a finishing touch. That's what I'm coming here to
do."
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Recruit Willie English will play running back
for UCF this fall.
r.

